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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

After analyzing 41 data from complex sentences to be a sample of analysis the 

subordinate conjunctions function in it, the writer has conclusion based on 

references for composing this research. The writer found some functions in the 

three types of subordinate conjunction written in the complex sentence, they are: 

1. The subordinate conjunctions that are written in the complex sentence are 

divided into three types based on what clause it introduces. The first is 

Subordinate Adverbial Conjunction, the second is Subordinate Nominal 

Conjunction, and the last is Subordinate Relative Conjunction. 

2. Subordinate conjunction function basically is as connector between clauses, 

the area of it is restricted in clauses only. Subordinate conjunction connects 

area restricted only in between two clauses, they are main clause and 

dependent clause or subordinate clause which are preceded by subordinate 

conjunction. 

3. Subordinate adverbial conjunction function to connect the time between the 

clauses is the conjunction that mostly appears in the complex sentences. 

4. Learning how to use subordinate conjunction properly could improve writing 

skill especially making a good complex sentence. 
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5. General function of conjunction is a connector between entities (e.g nouns) or 

discourses. Without conjunction, there are no compound sentence and complex 

sentence. 

 

B. Suggestion 

After analyzing and giving conclusion of the subordinate conjunction’s 

function in the “the Candy Country” short story, the writer has some suggestion to 

the readers related to the paper: 

1. The readers 

Researcher hopes this research will help the readers distinguish between 

coordinate conjunction and subordinate conjunction and it’s used properly in 

the writing text or conversation. 

2. The writer 

This research gives more information and knowledge for the writer about 

linguistics especially syntax and grammar as well and how to make good 

writing language and spoken language. 

3. The Next Researchers 

To Researchers who want to do the similar research, Subordinate conjunction 

is very interesting field to be observed especially in syntax. There are many 

things can be discovered by widen scope of the study. This research hopefully 

can provide more references to the next researchers with the same topic. 


